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NE T WO RK SCIENCE

Luck or reason
The concept of preferential attachment is behind the hubs and power laws seen in
many networks. New results fuel an old debate about its origin, and beg the question
of whether it is based on randomness or optimization. See Letter p.537
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ften a field’s most profuse concept is
also its most mysterious. Think wavefunctions in quantum mechanics,
dark energy in astrophysics and non-coding
DNA in genomics. Network science has
its own: preferential attachment, which
states that the more connected a network
node is, the more links it will acquire in
the future. The impact of preferential
attachment is hard to miss — the principle is responsible for the omnipresent
network hubs, from Facebook and Google
on the World Wide Web to protein p53, the
‘cancer hub’, in human cells. However, its origins remain a source of constant wonder and
speculation. The latest attempt to shed light
on its roots is presented by Papadopoulos
et al.1 on page 537 of this issue*.
Preferential attachment made its first appearance in 1923 in the celebrated urn model of the
Hungarian mathematician György Pólya2,
and it has reappeared repeatedly over the past
century, particularly in the social sciences.
Although Robert Merton named it the Matthew
effect3 in 1968 after the Gospel of Matthew,
“For everyone who has will be given more, and
he will have an abundance”, its current usage
emerged only in 1999, with the discovery that
it accounts for the power-law distributions
observed in several real networks4.
A new node joining a network, such as a
new web page or a new protein, can in principle connect to any pre-existing node. However, preferential attachment dictates that its
choice will not be entirely random, but linearly
biased by the degree of the pre-existing
nodes — that is, the number of links that the
nodes have with other nodes. This induces
a rich-get-richer effect, allowing the moreconnected nodes to gain more links at the
expense of their less-connected counterparts.
Hence, the large-degree nodes turn into hubs
*This article and the paper under discussion1 were
published online on 12 September 2012.
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Figure 1 | Randomness or optimization? Two
families of models could explain the origin of
preferential attachment in networks, according to
which the probability Π(k) that a new node links to
a pre-existing node that has degree k (the number
of links that the node has with other nodes) is
proportional to k. One family of models, to which
the model introduced by Papadopoulos et al.1
belongs, assumes that preferential attachment is
rooted in an optimization framework (right side). In
these models, a new node will connect to the node
that is most similar to it (most similar colour) but
also has the largest degree. The central node offers
the best balance between these two options. The
other family of models relies on randomness (left
side). In this case, the new node is colour-blind, so it
randomly selects a link and connects
to its target. Once again, the central node, which has
the most links pointing to it, has the highest chance
of being selected.

and the network becomes scale-free — the
probability distribution of the degrees over
the entire network follows a power law. This is
a frail set-up, as any nonlinearity in preferential attachment will either eliminate the hubs
or generate super-hubs, leading to the loss of
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the scale-free property5. However, in every
system in which it has been possible to measure
preferential attachment, a linear form has
been detected6,7.
The centuries-old proverb ‘birds of a feather
flock together’ captures the idea that humans
tend to hang out with those who are similar
to them. Sociologists call this homophily,
and it is perhaps one of the best documented
concepts in the social sciences. Papadopoulos et al.1 propose that homophily might also
contribute to preferential attachment. They
introduce a model in which each node is
assigned a randomly chosen position along a
circle that serves as a ‘homophily space’: the
closer two nodes are to each other on the circle (that is, the smaller the angle θ spanned
by the nodes when measured from the circle’s
centre), the more similar they are (see Fig. 1
of the paper1). The network expands through
the addition of new nodes, such that a
node added at time t = 1, 2,… will choose
to connect to a pre-existing node added at
time s only if node s offers the smallest of all
possible products sθst, where θst is the angular distance between nodes s and t. Hence
the new node optimizes its choice between
two often conflicting interests: the node it
will link to should be the most connected (the
oldest, with the smallest s) and the most
similar to it (the smallest θst).
Interestingly, by placing each node at
distance r t = lnt from the centre of the
homophily circle, the authors find that the
network evolves not on the circle but in a
hyperbolic space, a geometrical space that
is familiar mainly to those well versed in
cosmology and general relativity. In this space,
strange things can happen, such as parallel
lines meeting each other and triangles that
have zero-degree angles. Yet the model has
its simplest interpretation in this peculiar
space, where new nodes simply connect to the
nodes closest to them. The authors show that
the resulting network is scale-free and that a
linear preferential attachment is the model’s
emerging feature.
The new model fuels a slowly evolving
debate — is preferential attachment rooted
in pure chance or in some form of optimization? Indeed, the most accepted mechanisms
of preferential attachment rely on dumb luck.
The simplest one is this: first randomly select
a link in a directed network, for example the
links of the Word Wide Web that point to a
document; then connect the new node to the
selected link’s target8. The more connected
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nodes have an advantage here, as the chance
that a new node connects to them is proportional to their degree. Variants of this simple
mechanism lie behind the popular copying
model proposed to explain the scale-free
nature of the web9 and the emergence of hubs
in protein-interaction networks through gene
duplication10,11. According to these mechanisms, preferential attachment does not
require human agency, but is rather a consequence of purely random actions. By contrast,
Papadopoulos and colleagues’ model calls for
clear agency, as each new node seeks to link to
the closest and oldest node. In this respect, the
model supports earlier mechanisms, developed in the context of the Internet12,13, proposing that preferential attachment is rooted
in a wish to balance distance to the target node
with some utility, such as access to bandwidth.
Both approaches are tempting. Random
models ask little of us, and demonstrate how
random actions can result in outcomes that are
not so random. Yet we do not think that the
choices we make are ever random, fuelling the
attractiveness of models that invoke some form
of optimization.
This tension between two equally attractive but apparently opposing alternatives is

by no means new. In the 1960s, the economist
Herbert Simon and the mathematician Benoît
Mandelbrot fought a fierce public dispute,
with Simon defending the role of randomness
and preferential attachment in explaining the
power-law distribution of word frequencies in
text, and Mandelbrot arguing for an optimization framework14. In the past decade, experimental evidence for preferential attachment
in the context of networks has tilted the argument in Simon’s favour. And now the debate is
shifting to a deeper question — whether preferential attachment is the outcome of random
actions or optimization (Fig. 1).
This debate helps us to understand how
preferential attachment emerges in an identical form in such widely different systems. The
fact that the effect is widespread suggests that
it probably derives from both agency and random actions. Most complex systems have a bit
of both, so we do not need to choose between
them. Luck or reason, preferential attachment wins either way. And so do we, gaining
a deeper understanding of this puzzling yet
ubiquitous force. ■
Albert-László Barabási is at the Center for
Complex Network Research, Northeastern
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Skin, heal thyself
Simply grabbing an African spiny mouse can cause it to lose up to 60% of the skin
on its back. Analysis of the mouse’s astounding shedding and healing capacity
provides insight into the biomechanics of tissue regeneration. See Letter p.561
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ost people know that lizards can
elude predators by jettisoning their
tail, a process called autotomy. The
tail musculature and bone organization of
these reptiles allow breakage at defined planes
when the need arises1 and, after healing, the tail
is restored as an imperfect but functional replica of the original2. By contrast, only owners
of exotic pets may have witnessed the escapades of the African spiny mouse (genus
Acomys), which shimmies away by losing its
tail skin. On page 561 of this issue, Seifert et al.3
reveal that the skin shedding and regeneration
observed in the tail extend to other parts of the
mouse’s body, paving the way for detailed studies of the molecular and structural basis of this
fascinating — and potentially therapeutically
useful — ability.
Previous analysis4 showed that the tail skin
of spiny mice is more loosely attached to the
underlying muscle and bone than the tail
skin of other rodents such as the common
house mouse (Mus musculus), a feature that

probably facilitates its shedding in Acomys. To
assess further the skin properties of spiny mice,
Seifert and colleagues examined wild-caught
specimens of two species, Acomys kempi and
Acomys percivali. Even as the researchers collected them, they noticed that the animals lost
up to 60% of the skin on their back when they
were grabbed by hand in a normal manner (see
Fig. 1c of the paper3).
When the researchers put Acomys skin
under defined loads, they found it to be very
brittle: it had a 20-fold lower tensile strength
than skin from M. musculus, and 77-fold less
energy was required to elicit skin tearing. The
authors observed no predefined breakagepoint structures in Acomys skin, suggesting
that an overall fragility accounts for the ease
in shedding. It is not yet clear what molecular
or biomechanical properties underlie this fragility, although Seifert et al. point out that the
hair follicles are larger and take up a greater
proportion of the skin’s surface in Acomys than
in Mus species, which might have some effect.
Perhaps even more impressive than the
shedding ability of Acomys is their healing
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response. Skin consists of an outer epidermal
layer and an inner dermal layer. Seifert et al.
report that the animals regrew skin with hair
within 30 days of damage, and that the epidermis re-formed more rapidly in Acomys species
than in M. musculus. Furthermore, they
found that less underlying wound-bed tissue
(which is associated with scarring) formed in
Acomys, and that this tissue was composed predominantly of the extracellular matrix (ECM)
molecule collagen III, rather than of aligned
fibrils of collagen I, which is characteristic
of scar formation in mammals. Finally, the
authors observed that the healing epidermal
cells of Acomys formed new hair follicles,
and that the signalling pathways involved in
follicle formation resembled those used during
embryonic hair development.
In skin healing in other mammals, de novo
hair-follicle formation is considered difficult
to achieve — although not unheard of. Hairfollicle regeneration has been seen in large
wounds made in rabbits and in M. musculus5,6.
In these conditions, epidermal cells ‘crawl’ over
the open wound to form a new epidermal layer
that contains many hair follicles. Interestingly, these new hairs remain unpigmented,
whereas it can be seen in Seifert and colleagues’
paper that the new Acomys hairs are the
usual colour.
Taken together, these results indicate that
the epidermal cells that cover wounded tissue
during healing can establish interactions with
the underlying cells that promote hair-follicle
formation. Cross-talk between the epidermis
and underlying mesenchymal cells is known

